Invited lectures, Scientific sessions, General assembly hosted at Centro Congressi Domina Hotel & Conference Bari Palace. Tutorials held at the Department of Computer Science, University Campus, Bari. Poster sessions, Coffee breaks, Lunches and Welcome party, held in Hotel Palace.

**Domina Hotel & Conference Bari Palace**

The new Domina Hotel & Conference Bari - Palace is Bari’s largest hotel and is situated in via Francesco Lombardi 13, in the heart of Bari, near the main railway station and at the crossroads of Via Chiesa and Via Roma, the most elegant avenues in Bari. This refined and elegant hotel has a large Congress Centre and a Roof Garden.

**Conference rooms**

The Congress Centre in the Domina Hotel & Conference Bari - Palace satisfies every need with its 16 rooms for anything from 10 to 550 people which are equipped with state-of-the-art modern technology.

Scientific sessions will be hosted in the Abbrescia room, located in the basement floor.

Poster will be exposed in Japigia room at the first floor.

Lunch will be served in the Roof Garden restaurant, at the seventh floor.
Conference venue

Hotel web site
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Department of Computer Science, University Campus, Bari

In conjunction with the Conference, two tutorials are scheduled in the morning of April 14th. The tutorials will be held at the University Department of Computer Science, Shennon room (3° floor). The Department offers classrooms equipped with computer workstations for the "hands-on" sessions.

The Department of Computer Science is located inside the University of Bari Campus together with several other departments. The main entrance is on Piazza della Repubblica; while the entrance for cycles, motorcycles and cars (cars must be authorized) is only on Orabona street n.4.

Department web site

University Campus Map
How to reach Bari